
Yes, I want to be part of the 51st Season of IT!

EVOCATIVE  
LIFESPAN OF A FACT by Jeremy Kareken, David Murrell and Gordon Farrell    SEPTEMBER 7 - 18, 2022
A critically acclaimed 2018 Broadway play, this fast-paced story explodes with blistering comedy and timely relevance. Facts become blurry when they’re 
twisted into fiction in the high-stakes world of publishing. The demanding editor-in-chief of a high-end magazine, hires a determined millennial fact-checker to 
work on a groundbreaking essay. The deadline is tight, the essay is dense, and everyone must make a good faith effort in telling the story honestly. This is the 
ultimate showdown of fact versus fiction. 

UNSINKABLE
RED HOT PATRIOT: The Kick-Ass Wit of Molly Ivins by Margaret Engel and Allison Engel             NOVEMBER 2 - 13, 2022
The story of the unsinkable Molly Ivins, the famously brassy newspaper columnist and best-selling author. A true Texas original, Ivins was a sharp-tongued wit who 
skewered the political establishment and the “good ol’ boys” with her unforgettable humor and wisdom. Written by twin sisters, themselves longtime journalists, the 
play celebrates Ivins’ courage and tenacity - even when a complacent America wasn’t listening.
 

INSPIRATIONAL
WIESENTHAL Written and Performed by Tom Dugan  |   Berger Performing Arts Center                 JANUARY 14 - 15, 2023
This award winning Off-Broadway play WIESENTHAL is the riveting story of an ordinary man that did extraordinary things. Simon Wiesenthal was a Jewish Austrian 
Holocaust survivor who became a Nazi hunter after the war so they could be brought to trial. Sometimes referred to as ‘the Jewish James Bond,’ Simon Wiesenthal 
escaped death at the hands of Hitler’s S.S., lost 89 family members, and devoted more than six decades to bringing Nazi war criminals to justice. Part memoir and part 
spy thriller, WIESENTHAL is a heartfelt, deeply moving and compelling play that resonates with hope, humanity and humor. 

HEARTWARMINGTHE SABBATH GIRL by Cary Gitter                                                                                                         February 15 - 26, 2023
Angie Mastrantoni has a lot going for her: A job at a hip art gallery. A new apartment on the Upper West Side. But not much time for relationships. But then her 
neighbor Seth, a divorced Orthodox Jew with a knish store on the Lower East Side, knocks on her door. He needs some help from a non-Jew with little tasks 
forbidden on the Sabbath. Could it be love? THE SABBATH GIRL is a contemporary romantic comedy with an old-fashioned heart—about the loneliness of big-city 
life, the surprise of encountering another culture, and the possibility of finding love next door.

UNFORGETTABLE
BILLIE! Backstage With Lady Day by Synthia L. Hardy  |   Berger Performing Arts Center                     March 18 - 19, 2023
This NAACP award winning musical starring the incomparable Synthia L. Hardy takes you back to an era where the joints were jumping and Hollywood was 
hopping. BILLIE! is a musically haunting, unpredictable journey into the winding road of love, joy, blues, racism, and astounding hit songs that tell the story of the 
amazing Billie Holiday.  Actor-singer-playwright Synthia L. Hardy brings the story of Billie Holiday to vibrant life in this unforgettable musical featuring some of  the 
20th Century greatest hits, including “God Bless the Child”, “Strange Fruit”, “Good Morning Heartache”, and “Lover Man”.

ENLIGHTENINGSMALL MOUTH SOUNDS by Bess Wohl                                                   April 19 - 30, 2023
In the overwhelming quiet of the woods, six runaways from city life embark on a silent retreat. As these strangers confront internal demons both profound 
and absurd, their vows of silence collide with the achingly human need to connect. Filled with insightful humor, SMALL MOUTH SOUNDS is the unique and 
compassionate new play that asks how we address life’s biggest questions when words fail us.
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NAME  ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS  _____________________________________________CITY  ___________________________STATE_____________________________ZIP______________________

PHONE  _______________________________    CELL   ____________________________________  E-MAIL  ________________________________________________________

I want   __________________  Season Tickets @ $225 = Total ______________________________________  

  Check Enclosed - Payable to the Invisible Theatre            IS THIS A RENEWAL?       YES            NO  

MasterCard/Visa/AMEX/Discover # ____________________________________________      EXP. DATE ________________  SECURITY CODE  _____________

I can’t believe I can see 6 shows for $225, so here’s a little extra $_________________________________ ‘cause I know you’ll make the most of IT!!!

  PLEASE DO/ DO NOT ACKNOWLEDGE MY GIFT IN THE PROGRAM.
I have enclosed a self-addressed, stamped BUSINESS SIZE ENVELOPE to help cover mailing costs for return priority mailing. 
ALL SALES ARE FINAL. THERE ARE NO REFUNDS ON SEASON TICKETS. ALL PLAYS AND DATES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

Invisible Theatre    1400 North First Avenue    Tucson, AZ 85719    (520) 882-9721    www.invisibletheatre.com

51st Anniversary
S E A S O N  S p e c i a lS E A S O N  S p e c i a l

An Inspiring and Entertaining Season of Music, Mystery, Magic and Love!  
Subscribe RIGHT NOW and see Six Plays for ONLY $225 - INCLUDING SERVICE CHARGE!

 Up to a $40 Savings Over Individual Ticket Prices! 
Priority Seating * $5 Discount on Extra Tickets * Flexible Exchange * Advance Ticketing 

*Discounts on all IT Specials
Golden Globe Winner Amanda McBroom * Screenings

Paramount Pictures Costume Archivist * Concerts and So Much More!

*All plays and dates subject to change. 


